
 

 
 

5G Streetworks Project for Cornerstone & Vodafone Ltd 
 
5G Networks 
5G is short for ‘fifth generation mobile networks’. It has been designed to be far faster than 
previous generations and to allow new uses for mobile data. 
 
In the UK, rollout is now commencing. The main benefits of 5G are that it will be 
much faster and have higher capacity than 4G, with download speeds in excess of 1Gbps. To place 
this in context, customers will be able to download - not merely stream - a full HD movie in less 
than 10 seconds on a 5G network. The same task would take closer to 10 minutes on 4G. 
 
The Importance of 5G 
The most obvious immediate advantage of 5G networks is the greater speed they offer for accessing 
the internet. This is definitely a significant factor, given our modern reliance on streaming music, 
video and other online media using mobile networks. 
 
5G should also see greater reliability, as the technology can handle far greater numbers of users 
simultaneously, thanks to its more efficient handling of the available spectrum. 
 
What does this mean? Apart from faster internet access on your phone, things like smart home 
appliances and smart cars will be able to reliably connect to the internet, allowing for incredibly 
responsive control. 
 
This technology promises high-speed, low-latency connections, meaning 5G could potentially 
augment, if not wholly replace, traditional fixed-line broadband services too. 
 
To quote the governments consultation on widening permitted development rights to support 5G 
(published August 2019): 
“The case for 5G is compelling as it will bring faster, more responsive and reliable connections 
than ever before. More than any previous generation of mobile networks, it has the potential to 
improve the way people live, work and travel, and to deliver significant benefits to the economy 
and industry through the ability to connect more devices to the Internet at the same time – 
creating the so-called “Internet of Things”. This will enable communities to manage traffic flow 
and control energy usage, monitor patient health remotely, and increase productivity for business 
and farmers, all through the real-time management of data” 
 
The importance of improved connectivity 
Digital connectivity, whether through mobile of fixed connections to the internet, is now thought of 
as a vital utility, and improving that connectivity, and its scope, is essential. 
 
In September, the Local Government Association published ‘A councillor’s guide to digital 
connectivity’, and the following is from one of the opening paragraphs: 
“With better access to high speed and reliable broadband and mobile connections, local 
communities can access public services more conveniently and purchase goods online at a lower 
cost. People can work from home, cutting out their commute and improving their quality of life. 
Businesses can grow, become more productive, sell their products in a global market and access a 
raft of services not available to those offline. Tourists can find out more information about local 
attractions and share photographs of their experiences with friends and on social media. In 
contrast, areas stuck in the digital slow lane are less attractive places to live, work and visit, and 
risk being left behind as other areas reap the benefits of our digital revolution” 
 
The need for an additional streetworks installation 
The nature of 5G and the network services it provides, means the equipment and antennas it uses 
are quite different to previous, and existing, service requirements. In particular, the nature of the 



 

 
 

antennas, the amount of equipment and the separation required from other items of associated 
equipment, is such that it cannot utilise some existing structures that provide an installation for 
another operator, most notably (for Vodafone) in a streetworks or highways environment. In 
essence, in order to provide for 5G services in these situations, Vodafone must remove themselves 
from the existing streetworks installation, and provide for their own, separate, installation. 
 
The 5G antennas are some 3 times as heavy as previous antennas, while the associated Remote 
Radio Units also now need to be placed at the top of the pole, thus many streetworks designs are 
no longer structurally capable of hosting all the equipment of 2 operators. It should be noted that 
the alternative option that could accommodate both operators would be a more traditional 
‘greenfield’ mast, with an open headframe and more bulky design, which would be inappropriate in 
a streetscene location. In this context, two slimmer, more uniform, poles is a better solution in 
terms of visual impact and local amenity. 
 
In simple terms, the 5G Vodafone antennas, and associated equipment to be utilised, cannot be 
accommodated on a traditional shared Streetworks pole design and so separate poles must be 
provided. As well as enabling the delivery of 5G, it will also increase the capacity of the 2G/3G/4G 
network which is incredibly stretched in these urban areas due to local demand on the service. 

 
Planning to minimise impact 
Where the above arises, Cornerstone and Vodafone will seek to closely replicate the existing 
streetworks structure, although the antennas at the top of the streetworks pole, and the overall 
dimensions of the structure itself, may look a little different, which is simply down to the essential 
specification and support needed. 
 
There may be a requirement to plan for a structure that is higher than the existing pole on which 
Vodafone are accommodated. This is in view of the following: 

• 5G uses higher frequencies which does not propagate through material and potential 
obstructions as well as lower frequencies, thus there is a need to ensure that the antennas 
clear local clutter 

• 5G antennas are on the lower aperture of the structure, thus there is an immediate loss of 
around 2.5m height in antenna position – this must be compensated for effective service 
provision 

 
In addition, they will seek to place the new pole in as close proximity to the existing one as 
possible, taking account of technical constraints, together with issues of safety, highway visibility 
splays, availability of power and fibre connections, and of course, ensuring that, as far as 
practically possible, any visual impact is minimised. 

 
Reports and Reviews 
A number of reports and reviews over the last year or so, has highlighted the importance of 5G, and 
its place in creating a more prosperous and resilient society and economy. Links to a number of 
these are detailed below: 
 
‘Lowering Barriers to 5G Deployment’ – A Report by analysys mason for The Broadband Stakeholder 
Group, July 2018 
http://www.broadbanduk.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/BSG-Report-Lowering-barriers-to-5G-
deployment.pdf 
 
Councils and Connectivity 2 – A report by Building Mobile Britain and Mobile UK, May 2019 
https://uploads-
ssl.webflow.com/5b7ab54b285dec5c113ee24d/5d5551f8548be4063cdbce01_69034%20%E2%80%93%2
0Mobile%20UK%20%E2%80%93%20Councils%20and%20Connectivity%202_web_ready.FINAL.pdf 
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Future Telecoms Infrastructure Review – Published by DCMS, July 2018 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/fi
le/732496/Future_Telecoms_Infrastructure_Review.pdf 
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